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Local News 

 
N10.7tn spent on fuel subsidy in 10 years – MOMAN 

Nigeria spent a total of N10.7tn on fuel subsidy in the last 10 years, the Chairman, Major Oil Marketers 

Association of Nigeria, Mr Adetunji Oyebanji, has said. Click here to read more. 

 
Nigeria’s economy moving in right direction but slow – Amina Mohammed 

Nigeria is moving in the right direction economically but its movement is not fast, the United Nations stated 

on Thursday. Click here to read more. 

 

Nigeria will benefit less from African trade deal – NESG 

Nigeria and other resource-based countries will benefit less from the African Continental Free Trade Area 

than economies that are more diversified, the Nigerian Economic Summit Group has said. Click here to 

read more. 
 

Stocks fall further, market cap drops below N21tn 

The nation’s stock market extended its decline on Thursday as the market capitalisation dropped below 

N21tn. Click here to read more. 

 

 

Company News 

 
Airbnb predicts 'significant' travel rebound 

Online booking platform Airbnb has said it is preparing for a "significant" travel rebound as the world 

emerges from coronavirus lockdowns. Click here to read more. 

 
Pokémon at 25: Rare cards trade for big money 

Rare Pokémon cards are fetching six figures at auctions as the Japanese cartoon and video game series 

celebrates its 25th anniversary this weekend. Click here to read more. 

 

 

International News 

 
Coronavirus: EU urged to adopt 'vaccine passports' 

Greece and Austria are urging other EU states to adopt coronavirus vaccination "passports" which could 

help revive Europe's stricken tourist industry. Click here to read more. 
 
US carries out air strikes in Syria targeting Iranian backed militias 

The US military on Thursday struck a site in Syria used by two Iranian-backed militia groups in response 

to rocket attacks on American forces in the region in the past two weeks. Click here to read more. 
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